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INFORMAZIONI PERSONALI Liberale Michela

Via Augusto Tamburini, 13, 42122 Reggio Emilia (Italia)

+39 345 468 3807

michela.librale.86@gmail.com

GenderFemale | Date of birth 02 September 1986 | Nationality Italian

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

EDUCATIONANDTRAINING

05/2015 - TODAY Researcher
In research group “ARSControl” of University of Modena andReggioEmilia.Working for different
projects at TetraPak PackagingSolutions S.p.A. company (Modena) andGeboCermex company
(Parma).

01/06/2015 - TODAY Consultant at Gebo Cermex (Parma)
Participation at the project of modularization e standardization of mechanical, electrical and software
parts of the group’s machines to reduce their production times and costs. The software results are
tested using the simulation software industrialPhysic connected to a SiemensPLC.

15/05/205 – 31/05/2016 Consultant at Tetra Pak Packaging Solutions S.p.A. (Modena)
Participation at different projects of simulation, development, analysis and test of new company’s
machines as support of their improvement using the simulation software industrialPhysics connected
to a Rockwell PLC.

03/11/2014- 21/03/2015 System Engineer Trainee at Tetra Pak Packaging Solutions S.p.A. (Modena)
Participation at the simulation project for the Hardware-In-The-Loop activities of a company’s machine
using the simulation software industrialPhysics. Study the possibility to use the software during the
different stages of a development process of a mechatronic system.

29/03/2012–28/09/2012 InformaticAssistant at Institute for the Slovenian culture (Inštitut za slovensko
kulturo), San Pietro al Natisone (UD).
Management and update of the internet sites kries.it e mismotu.it, secretaria activities, technical
assistance, text transcriptions,management of the inscriptions and support to the organization of
events, management of their electronic archive.

01/12/2011-01/03/2012 Internal apprenticeship at University of Udine

Study about the splitting of a bubble inside anY shape bifurcation at different speeds of the fluid and
different inclinations of the bifurcationwith the intent of verify the possibility to direct the bubbles inside
the blood flow during the gas embolotherapy.

2012–2015 Master degree in management engineering
University of Modena andReggio Emilia, Reggio Emilia (Italy)

The areas of knowledge treated during the course of study are different. Between these there are
logistic, production, ICT, automation, management and tool for support the decisions.

Final evaluation: 110/110 cum laude.

2005–2012 Three-year degree in industrial management engineering
University of Udine, Udine (Italy)

The three-year degree gives skills in the fields of economy, chemistry, mechanics, electronics and
informatics.
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PERSONALSKILLS

OTHER INFORMATIONS

2000–2005 Scientific high school diploma
Liceo Scientifico PaoloDiacono, Cividale del Friuli (UD) (Italia)

Skills in scientific fields, usage of software for word processing, spreadsheets, databasemanagement
andweb sitesmaking.

Native language Italian

Other Languages COMPRENSIONE PARLATO PRODUZIONESCRITTA

Ascolto Lettura Interazione Produzioneorale

English B1 C1 B1 B1 B2

Slovenian B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

Livelli:A1/A2: Livello base - B1/B2: Livello intermedio - C1/C2: Livello avanzato
QuadroComuneEuropeo di Riferimento delle Lingue

Organization andmanagement
skills

Capabilities of management for different business sectors (logistic, purchases, sales, warehouses,
personell management) acquired during the degree courses inmanagement engineering.

Professional skills Mechanical, electronic and chemical skills acquired during the degree courses inmanagement
engineering and through personal experiences. Conduction of simulations,adaptation and debug of
machine’s software for Rockwell and SiemensPLC.

Informatic skills Use of Microsoft Office software per word processing, spreadsheets, databasemanagement;
Creation andmanagement of websites using HTML language; knowing of different programming
languages (C, JavaScript, structured text); knowing of SQL language for database query and their
management; Knowing of Mosel language inside the optimization work environment Xpress-IVE; use
of the software industrialPhysics for the simulation of machines inside a production line connecting it
with a Rockwell or SiemensPLC;

Honors andAwards Participation at the national finals of the “GlobalManagement Challenge” during april 2009 as
representative of University of Udine, placing at the third place of the group.
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Autorizzo il trattamento deimiei dati personali, ai sensi del D.lgs. 196 del 30 giugno 2003


